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ABSTRACT
Everyday, people in organizations must solve their prob-
lems to get their work accomplished. To do so, they often
must find others with knowledge and information. Systems
that assist users with finding such expertise are increasingly
interesting to organizations and scientific communities.
But, as we begin to design and construct such systems, it is
important to determine what we are attempting to augment.
Accordingly, we conducted a five-month field study of a
medium-sized software firm. We found the participants use
complex, iterative behaviors to minimize the number of
possible expertise sources, while at the same time, provide
a high possibility of garnering the necessary expertise. We
briefly consider the design implications of the identifica-
tion, selection, and escalation behaviors found during our
field study.
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INTRODUCTION
Wayne is a support rep for a software company. Today, a
client sent Wayne a problem, one he hadn’t seen before.
Wayne spent several hours trying to diagnose the problem
and eventually realized that he could not solve it alone.
Now Wayne has another problem — deciding whom he
will ask to help him. Unfortunately, this is not simple;
Wayne is not sure of the problem’s exact cause. Is the
problem related to user training? Or, is the problem the
result of a recent customization by the developers? Will
Wayne need to resort to just asking around?

Wayne must find the expertise needed to solve his client’s
problem. He needs to find the people who are most appro-
priate to ask and get their help.

Systems that assist users with finding others who have spe-
cific, desired information are increasingly interesting to
organizations and scientific communities. However, as we
begin to construct such systems, it would be useful to de-
termine the social, cognitive, and informational aspects we
are trying to augment before constructing these systems. It
is our goal to guide the construction of information systems
that facilitate finding expertise within organizations. We
believe that one can do so best with a field study of existing
practice. Accordingly, we conducted a five-month field
study, using a socially distributed cognition viewpoint, of
how people in a medium-sized software firm find the ex-
pertise to construct, maintain, and support their software
systems.

We begin with an overview of the literature covering ex-
pert-locator systems and several key studies of the collabo-
rative aspects of expertise. We then detail the field site, the
data, and the site’s work and information needs. Following,
we describe the site’s mechanisms for identifying and se-
lecting people with required expertise, as well as show how
the organization prevents or recovers from breakdowns.
Finally, we conclude with implications for future systems.

CSCW AND COLLABORATIVE INFORMATION SEEKING
The CSCW and adjacent literatures have numerous at-
tempts to facilitate finding information through social net-
works. Several systems have explicit models of expertise.1

The Answer Garden [2] and Answer Garden 2 [3] systems,
designed to facilitate informal flows of information and
their capture, have a naive view of expertise. Answer Gar-
den allowed only a few levels of expertise in answering
questions for users. While Answer Garden 2 had an explicit
expertise-location engine and provided computer-mediated
communications mechanisms to find others with a range of
expertise, the mechanisms were not very elaborated.

Two other systems help find people knowledgeable about a
topic. Referral Web [12] helps find research experts. Refer-
                                                            
1In this paper, the term expertise assumes the embodiment
of knowledge and skills within individuals.  Our definition
distinguishes expertise, which is a range, from expert. An
individual may have different levels of expertise about dif-
ferent topics. Expertise can be topical or procedural and is
arranged and valued within social and institutional settings.

Published in the Proceedings of the 1998 ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW ’98),
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ral Web assumes a topical expertise among all co-authors,
and therefore identifies expert individuals by their partici-
pation in co-author relationships. Yenta [7] creates and
shares personal profiles based on text content analysis. It
can then route messages along a network of inferred com-
mon interest (based on keyword or other indexing tech-
niques). Both of these systems not only assume a single
level of expertise, but also that one can determine a list of
experts through merely textual analysis.

While collaborative filtering systems [9, 13] can help find
other people, they generally do not distinguish levels of
expertise. A related system, Phoaks [10], can be used to
identify who contributed information. This distinction
among contributors allows a user to make judgements
about the contributors’ expertise, but these must be in-
ferred.

None of these systems have very sophisticated models of
expertise and information seeking. The social world is far
more complex. Studies of collaborative problem-solving
make this clear. For example, Allen [4] noted that engi-
neers differentiate whom to ask with great nuance. Infor-
mation seekers weigh the psychological cost of asking,
including loss of status, expected reciprocity (i.e., likeli-
hood of returning the favor), and social equity (i.e., how
well they know the person socially).

Cicourel’s study [5] of medical diagnosis provides ethno-
graphic detail about the social complexity surrounding in-
formation seeking in organizations. Cicourel demonstrates
that the expert’s knowledge, organizational status, and day-
to-day interactions contribute to the attribution of expertise
and authority by those who work with the expert. This
complex set of reinforcing mechanisms supports and en-
hances the status of an expert as an expert. Additionally,
Cicourel noted that both information seekers and experts
make judgements about the validity of the information they
receive. The specific structure of the organization in Ci-
courel’s study (i.e., a teaching hospital) led him to examine
the structured interchange of expertise within daily face-to-
face meetings.

Orr’s study [14] of copy repair technicians provides addi-
tional ethnographic detail about the social complexity of
expertise. In the technicians’ work, learning by doing and
through stories are the main mechanisms for displaying,
sharing, and propagating expertise. Idiosyncrasies of the
customer and their equipment, incomplete information
about the state of a breakdown, and the relatively inde-
pendent nature of the technician lead to expertise that can-
not be formally codified or categorized.  Like Cicourel’s
doctors, the service technicians in Orr carefully weigh the
selection and quality of information sources.  As well, their
use of their expertise in a diagnostic situation is constrained
by many organizational and social factors.  However, Orr’s
major concern is the use of narrative in diagnosis and in-
formation sharing; he is only peripherally concerned with
seeking expertise per se.

Within this study, we extend Allen’s work in identifying
potential sources of information. We have adopted Ci-
courel’s and Orr’s general point of view to examine finding
expertise in technical support, bug tracking, and similar
software activities. These work processes occupy a middle
ground between the life-critical and highly personally in-
terdependent medical work in Cicourel and between the
relatively independently accomplished service work in Orr.
We believe that the type of work processes we examined
are common within workplaces, and our emphasis is on
locating expertise within daily work.

Next we turn to a description of the study and site.

THE STUDY SITE AND DATA
The study took place at Medical Software Corporation2

(MSC), a company that builds, sells and supports medical
and dental practice management software. MSC sells its
software pre-installed on a high performance Unix server as
a turnkey system. MSC has been in this business for almost
20 years and they have a large share of the group medical
and group dental markets. MSC is a medium-sized com-
pany, with just over 100 employees.

Practice management software provides functions distinct
from clinical management software. Practice management
is primarily concerned with appointment scheduling, treat-
ment planning, patient recalls, insurance billing, patient
billing, and payment reconciliation. These functions are
often considered the business side of medicine. These func-
tions are closely related to the clinical management (treat-
ment) of the patient.

The majority of the participants in the study worked in
three departments, Technical Development, Technical Sup-
port, and Technical Communications. Each department
provided access to entry-level, senior, and management
employees. Additionally, we observed and interviewed
several people in Human Resources and Client Relations.

The first author was on-site for 5 months and conducted
follow-up interviews for another 4 months. Data were col-
lected through participant observation, semi-structured in-
terviews, and informal open-ended interviews. In total, we
conducted 37 formal interviews and more than 50 informal
interviews; formal interviews were taped and transcribed.
Additionally, we had access to various internal communi-
cations including memos, internal and client oriented elec-
tronic bulletin board systems, and a large number of online
historical files.

We analyzed the data using standard ethnographic tech-
niques [17]. We approached the data using Socially Dis-
tributed Cognition (s-dcog) theory [11, 16], since it consid-
ers the expert within the social context of the information
seeker. S-dcog provides a useful view of the cognitive as
well as the social aspects of the organization and its knowl-
edge resources. Following the common s-dcog framework,

                                                            
2All names and identifiers have been changed in this paper.
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the socially cognitive aspects are observable through proc-
esses that translate cognitive states among levels of repre-
sentation or where representations are effectively external-
ized in some form. Viewing asking for help as an external-
ized representation that becomes shared among multiple
participants through time afforded a fresh perspective on
information seeking activity.

THE NATURE OF THEIR PROBLEMS
The types of problems which MSC employees face stem
from the complexity of the software and the expansive fea-
ture set. An appreciation of the complexity that these in-
formants face on a day-to-day basis is important to under-
standing why they work so hard to find just the right person
to answer their question or help with a problem. The medi-
cal system is a good example of the complexity of MSC’s
systems.

The medical system has a text based interface and is often
used with text only terminals. The top level menu of the
medical program has over 100 specifically identifiable fea-
tures, and it is common for there to be sub-menus. There
are even sub-menus attached to what are primarily data
entry screens. The software is written entirely in a proprie-
tary version of BASIC that supports chaining.3 The features
are spread through more than 200 medical system specific
programs. There are numerous programs that are shared by
the medical and dental system. As well, many files are cli-
ent specific customizations. The standard application is
highly customizable. For many clients customization is
handled with a large number of customization flags that are
not always mutually compatible.

The software is in a relatively constant cycle of new feature
development and maintenance. New feature development is
often the result of requests from existing clients. When
enough new features have been added to the software they
are integrated into a complete system and that new system
is declared to be the next version. This new version is then
offered to any client for minimal cost. A client is never
forced to upgrade to a new version of the software.

The integration of new features leads to problems when the
new features conflict with existing customizations or pre-
existing default behavior. The solution to the conflict is to
create a customization flag that can be set or unset in a
customization file. The code then executes one of several
incompatible features by reading the customization flags
and branching as appropriate. The most difficult part of
upgrading a client is setting the flags in the configuration
file.

This development strategy means that many different ver-
sions with different customizations are in the field and sup-
                                                            
3In this version of BASIC, chaining is an overlay technique
that allows two BASIC programs to share variables. This
whole approach can be considered similar to a procedure
call, but without the ability to automatically return to the
prior execution context.

ported all at the same time. Developers and technical sup-
port staff must be especially sensitive to the version and the
customizations that have been applied when helping a cli-
ent, fixing a bug, or adding a feature. In this world, in this
software, what appears to be a very simple problem could
turn out to be a very complex interaction.

As a relatively simple example, a client had paid for a new
feature which worked for a couple weeks and then mysteri-
ously stopped working. Kelly, the client manager, was pro-
viding support and needed to solve the client’s problem.
She checked the documentation and found that it described
two possible behaviors for this section of code. Neither
behavior covered the new feature created for this client.
Kelly asked the Support manager if he knew anything
about the two customization flags. The Support manager
told Kelly that Brad had made the change and that she
should check the work order for the change. She saw that
Brad was the appropriate developer and that he had de-
scribed a new setting for the flag. Kelly then went to Brad’s
office and asked him whether the third setting described in
the work order was correct. Brad examined the code and
verified that for this specific client there were now three
possible flag settings and the third was correct. He apolo-
gized that this was not in the authorized documentation and
pointed out that this feature was not yet part of the standard
version.

The problem and solution process described above is typi-
cal around MSC. They rely on artifacts and people in the
environment to help them find the expertise necessary to
complete their work.

EXPERTISE LOCATION
In the following sections, we distinguish two steps in find-
ing expertise within organizations, separating finding into
identification and selection phases. Expertise identification
is the problem of knowing what information or special
skills other individuals have. The above example high-
lighted the problem of figuring out who has what knowl-
edge or special skills. Expertise selection is appropriately
choosing among people with the required expertise. If there
are multiple potential experts or people with the requisite
expertise, it is necessary to select one (or more) to ask.

We make this distinction analytically, recognizing that it
does not hold all of the time or for all participants. We wish
to emphasize that expertise identification and expertise
selection are iterative, interwoven behaviors at MSC and
most likely in general work life. Yet, this distinction has
grounding in theory, data, literature, and design criteria:

•  From the perspective of s-dcog theory, solving many
problems collaboratively requires first identifying the
necessary resources in the environment and then obtain-
ing them (although this may be done iteratively). Some-
times, participants will do these two activities con-
sciously; at other times, the activities will have become
routinized.
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•  Many, but not all, of our informants separated identifica-
tion and selection. Many informants appeared to separate
out, most of the time, how they knew people had exper-
tise from the act of picking people they wished to ap-
proach. Informants did so spontaneously over several in-
terview questions and in informal interviews. Even those
participants who were somewhat inarticulate about iden-
tification had noticeably nuanced and articulated selec-
tion criteria.

•  Paepcke [15] suggests this separation in his description
and analysis of contact brokers.

•  As well, a separation such as this holds promise for the
design and implementation of potential systems.

The distinction between the two is valuable analytically and
will prove useful in the following discussion. We cover
expertise identification and expertise selection in turn.

EXPERTISE IDENTIFICATION
Identifying people who have expertise to share is a crucial
first step in solving many problems at MSC. Expertise
identification is a difficult problem. The nature of expertise
itself, what it is and how it is used, as well as the fact that
people grow and change over time, make solving this
problem difficult. This is the first problem with which in-
formation seekers must deal before they can hope to get
information they need.

Everyday Expertise
Many people at MSC, especially those who are senior, have
difficulty articulating how they know who has knowledge
about system components, diagnostic methods, business
practices, and the like. For many people, “experience” is
the primary guide in identifying others with specific exper-
tise. Senior employees mention “experience” regularly in
interviews and cannot articulate more detailed steps:

You learn who’s [the] most experienced in what ar-
eas. …You just know. - Sherry.

At the time, this programmer had been with the
organization for more than eight years. For Sherry and oth-
ers, their knowledge of what others know is part of their
everyday understanding of MSC. It stems from performing
work and the large gamut of social interaction, both formal
and informal, that is part of that work over time.

However, junior people do not yet have this implicit under-
standing of who knows what. In addition, even senior peo-
ple cannot track everything in even a company this small.
There are, then, mechanisms that some interviewees ar-
ticulated and some that we observed for identifying the
right people to ask. Some of these have been observed in
other studies, such as judging professional experience,
organizational tenure, and geographical proximity. We
describe below two mechanisms which people use at MSC,
but that have not been reported in the literature. The first is
how people use artifacts to gain information about who
does what in the organization and the second is a
specialized role that helps people find the right person.

Historical Artifacts
One mechanism for identifying potential sources is to use
historical or archival data that the organization maintains.
At MSC, programmers and support staff use the change
history records to identify potential experts. This program
change history is modified for every change made to a file
in the system for as long as that file exists. Maintaining the
program history is a requirement of the developer who
modifies the source code, and this change history can be
used to identify possible experts for technical support.
Within MSC, this is sufficiently important that it has been
given a name, the “line 10 rule”.

…you can simply look on the system at the program
history. And we keep an on-line history of every
change that’s made to a program, and it shows the
programmer who made that change. And so I can
look at a program and I can not only see who was the
last person who worked on the program was, but I
can see who the last 10 people or 20 people or what-
ever who have worked on it. - Ian.

Developers use the change history similarly. Faced with
modifying a program or file which they did not “know,”
developers use the change history to see who had made
previous changes. The rationale is very simple. The devel-
opers use the program history to identify the person who
most likely has the “freshest” memory of the code. In the
following quote, line 10 contains the “mnemonics” of the
programmer who last changed the code. In MSC, “mne-
monics” (or “mnemonic”) are constantly used as identifi-
ers; they are roughly people’s initials.

When a programmer makes a change in a program he
is supposed to add his mnemonic to the line and up-
date the date. This is how we know who last changed
the program. Whoever made the last change in the
program is the default expert in that program. … It’s
close enough. The logic is that the person who spent
time on it last has it freshest in memory and so they
are the best person to ask a question. - Brad

However, the generic rule upon which support and devel-
opment rely is not always correct. Making a small change
can mark a developer as the expert even in the case where
the small change was really insignificant:

It’s not always the right way because sometimes
someone makes a one byte change on a program. Be-
cause you make that change you put your mnemonics
on the program and then, say someone comes to you
and, I don’t know the program, I just made this one
byte change. Go see this person, someone else. - Joey

There are other uses of historical data in MSC as well. In
Technical Support, they create and maintain informal
documents to which any support representative can con-
tribute. Often individual contributions to these informal
documents are marked by the contributors’ mnemonics.
This informal information is often scattered and incom-
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plete, so one informant’s final recourse is again to use the
mnemonics as a means of guiding her identification.

The use of historical data for expertise identification may
seem logical, common, even simple. But historical data
presents several problems for expertise identification. For
example, the use of the change history as an expertise
identification technique is a very simple, effective rule of
thumb that can fail. The quote by the developer above
demonstrates a major problem: It is very difficult to detect
the difference between small changes and larger changes
with the change history. This problem can lead to falsely
identifying another person as a possible expert.

Relying on the change history can result in other problems
when identifying possible experts. A developer is some-
times interested in identifying other developers who have
worked with a larger portion of the code. Because the
change history does not effectively convey the size of a
change and because the history is organized on a file by file
basis, the developers must rely on some other identification
technique when they are going to make a large scale change
that will affect several files.

MSC staff use the line 10 rule and other sources of online
information because they are the most current and accurate
representations of what people are doing. They are not per-
fect, but they are the best available. Mechanisms such as
these must be either consciously maintained or be created
as an ongoing byproduct of the organization’s work activ-
ity. Online information at MSC that is not constantly up-
dated, and therefore accurate, is eventually ignored. For
example, a problem solution index that was used by Tech-
nical Support fell into disuse because, in the words of one
interviewee, “I don’t know if someone is validating the
solutions.”

Similarly, in 1990 MSC experimented with the develop-
ment of a formalized experts directory. The directory was
generated by providing department managers with an open-
ended list of topics specific to MSC technologies. A man-
ager then filled in the mnemonics of individuals who the
manager felt knew something about the topic. By most ac-
counts this formal directory was not maintained and not
frequently used. At the time of our study, the directory was
seven years old, had never been updated, and was not in
use.

Expertise Concierges
Organizations often have key people who have very strong
very elaborated social networks. Allen’s [4] discussion of
the technological gatekeeper presented a highly connected
organizational role which specifically served to bring new
technically relevant information to potential information
seekers.

The technological gatekeeper is an important organizational
role that mediates many requests for information. Other
researchers have found variants of the gatekeeper. Ehrlich
and Cash [6] found an information mediator who facilitates
access to relatively local corpus of documents and similar

information. Paepcke [15] found a role similar to that of
Allen’s gatekeeper; Paepcke’s contact broker knew people
in other parts of the organization. We would expect many
variants of gatekeeping, since according to s-dcog theory,
this role should become specialized as it becomes adopted
in specific organization’s work processes.

At MSC we found another variant, critical to the informa-
tion processes at MSC, the expertise concierge. The exper-
tise concierge is a critical identification resource for indi-
viduals who are seeking expertise. The expertise concierge
facilitates the exchange of information by referring people
looking for information to those who are most likely to
have that information. The expertise concierge maintains a
sophisticated map of the individuals in the organization and
what they know. When a person who is looking for exper-
tise asks the concierge about people who may be able to
help, the concierge shares a portion of this expertise map,
identifying possible candidates. Concierges can do this
because they have a high level of technical competence,
allowing them to make appropriate judgements about the
topics and ranges of others’ expertise. Concierges both
maintain their map and share their map through the social
interaction of making technical referrals.

In the following quote, one expertise concierge is emphatic
about his role. He considers himself an expert at knowing
who knows and who does not know the answers. In the
quote an explicit example is made of a particular piece of
code, but the expertise that this concierge had was not just
with respect to code.

... And what I, I am the expert in, I am the expert in
knowing, I’m the one that knows who has the an-
swers. ... Because I worked with these people from
day one. And I know what they know, what they
don’t, what they worked on, and I can, and I see a
program and I see this line of code and I look at it
and I say, come on, Mary wrote this in 1992. I know
that [emphasis in the original]. - Eyal

The quote illuminates another dimension of the expertise
concierge. The type of knowledge, which these people dis-
pense, is also a specific type of expertise. This concierge
specifically considers himself an expert at this. For him,
there is a type of domain expertise which people leverage
to solve their problems and a type of social expertise that
he dispenses to help people find those domain experts.

There were two different people at MSC who performed
the role of the expertise concierge.4 Through our observa-
tions and interviews, we came to the conclusion that the
roles of expertise concierge, information mediator, and
technological gatekeeper are distinct, but they share many
of the same characteristics. People in these roles were tech-

                                                            
4In fact, our use of the term is derived from one interview
where the informant used the term “concierge” to describe
the behavior and role of one of these expertise concierges.
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nically sophisticated, had relatively long tenure with the
organization, and had high-status positions in MSC.

Identification in Design
We observed varying identification mechanisms at MSC;
yet, it is clear that no system can hope to implement all of
them. The expertise concierge is clearly beyond current
system capabilities. However, some of the identification
mechanisms may form the basis for a user assistance strat-
egy. For example, one mechanism reported here, the reli-
ance on historical artifacts, seems promising. Historical
artifacts are used in a particular style at MSC, but clearly
historical artifacts vary among organizational cultures,
work processes, and system goals. An assistance strategy
may wish to consider the types of historical artifacts that
are employed by local users as resources and then incorpo-
rate use of those within a system.

EXPERTISE SELECTION
Identifying people with expertise is not sufficient to solve
one’s problem or answer one’s question. A person must
then go to one or more people to get help. This leads to the
next phase, expertise selection.

Given several different methods of identifying possible
sources of expertise, the next problem is that of selecting
one or more appropriate sources. It is unlikely that any sin-
gle individual will have complete understanding of a very
complex system. Any view of expertise that results in only
one possible expert on any given topic is not very elaborate
nor realistic. Information seekers are often faced with
choosing from among several possible experts, each of
whom possibly has the necessary expertise. Additionally,
with a complex problem, seekers will likely query more
than one person, collecting important insight into both the
problem and the developing solution with each social inter-
action.

Through our interviews and observations, we were able to
identify three general expertise selection mechanisms: or-
ganizational criteria, the load on the source, and perfor-
mance. Informants were surprisingly detailed and nuanced
about these mechanisms (especially considering their reli-
ance on “experience” in identification). The nuance results
in a long list of behaviors, each of which fit in one of the
general categories.

The many variants which we found testify to the social and
psychological complexity of expertise selection in practice.
Selection cannot be distilled down into one or two behav-
iors, as will be seen in the following description. Instead,
expertise selection is achieved through combinations of
many, slightly different, behaviors each adding to an indi-
vidual’s judgement about the appropriateness of one or
more expertise candidates.

The following section describes the many selection behav-
iors observed at MSC. While this list represents the com-
mon behaviors at MSC, we do not believe that this is an
exhaustive list of all possible expertise selection behaviors.

Organizational Criteria
Organizations have norms about which they structure their
members’ activities. In choosing people to ask in MSC,
participants kept to a standard set of rules-of-thumb. Senior
personnel tended to ignore these more frequently than did
junior staff, either because they had more sophisticated
selection criteria or because they were “grandfathered” into
an earlier and less restrictive organizational structure.

Keeping it local
The first rule-of-thumb is to keep the problem as close to
the place where it originated. At MSC, as in many hierar-
chically-structured organizations, people prefer to stay
within the organizational lines as long as possible. Devel-
opers attempt to keep within the development department,
and support representatives attempt to keep within the sup-
port department.

This rule-of-thumb results in the selection of people who
are most likely to understand and relate to the context of
the problem. In many cases these are relative peers or im-
mediate supervisors.

Cross department
When a problem comes to the person and he cannot solve
it, the next step is to cross departmental boundaries. The
following quote shows a two-step process. If the problem
was primarily one concerning a support problem, this tech-
nical support person stays within Support. A peer or man-
ager is completely acceptable. If the problem concerns the
programming of the system, he goes to Development.

… And if it’s related to the project itself I go straight
to the project manager [in my department] first. …
[Instead] say it’s a programming question that is also
related to the project, but is more a programming is-
sue, I’ll ask one of the programmers that’s available
… - Mario

This process is echoed by the Technical Support manager:

If you’re asking me that, then depending upon what
in particular, in this case we’re talking about some-
thing that looks like it’s program related, I would go
generally to the expert in that program. - Ian

Note that the Support manager goes directly to the person
in the other department whom he thinks is the expert in the
specific area. During the interview Ian was asked why he
did not go to the other manager. He replied that the Devel-
opment manager would probably not have the immediate
knowledge of the program to facilitate a solution and that
using the chain of command would only slow down ob-
taining a solution.

The last resort
At MSC, there is a final place for all technical questions.
Above we have discussed the expertise concierge. One of
these is assigned the position of internal technical consult-
ant, with the expectation that this consultant will get an
answer or develop a solution if there is no available exper-
tise:
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… Because people ask me question every time I have
to have an answer. … Right. See, I have no where to
go. I have no where to go. … The code, yeah, that’s
it, you see. … - Eyal

Eyal often ends up reading the code to find solutions to
problems. The internal consultant represents the last resort
for all technical questions and problems.

Load on the Source
When selecting a person our informants often considered
the person’s workload. This load results from both regular
day-to-day work activities and the added burden of serving
requests for expertise. It seems that both the immediate
workload and the workload over time are important criteria
in selecting a person to pursue for help.

Selection based on regular workload
Rarely is it the case that an organization allows a person to
sit idle waiting to be asked questions. Organizations hope
to get the most out of each employee. It is likely that when
looking for information, an information seeker will find
some experts busier than others. At MSC, one criteria used
in selecting is the workload that the expert must handle in
the performance of their day-to-day duties. A junior level
developer stated his rationale for careful preparation and
selection this way:

... The people you ask have work to do too. They
aren’t just sitting around waiting for you to ask them
questions. - Han

Technical Support has an institutionalized mechanism to
estimate one another’s workload. An in-house help man-
agement application maintains a “call list.” The call list
tracks all recent support requests made by all clients as-
signed to a specific support representative. Any support
representative can view any other’s call list by simply en-
tering the mnemonics of the desired representative.

The length of an individual’s call list is important shared
information. A junior support representative, who fre-
quently relies on the expertise of her senior colleagues, put
it this way:

… And I also, sometimes I look at their list, I go
who’s busy today, who has the most calls. … - Baht

This support representative uses shared information that
indicates the general workload of other support representa-
tives to decide who will be approached first. The lower the
workload the more likely she is to approach them for help.

Developers do not have a similar system to compare the
day-to-day workload of the individual developers. The de-
velopment group has a system that pairs individual devel-
opers with specific work orders, but this system cannot be
easily used to compare the workload of different develop-
ers. Instead the amount of load on any given developer is
largely gained through word-of-mouth, closed office doors,
and co-workers’ assessment of one another’s workload.

Selection based on workload over time
Day-to-day workload is not the only consideration. People
also select an expert based on the workload imposed over
time. That is, a person wanting help will try to disperse the
questions among the possible experts in an attempt to dis-
tribute the effort, so as not to be seen as a pest, annoyance,
or worse. The same junior support representative not only
considers how busy her senior colleagues are on the given
day, but how many times she has approached them for
help:

…I don’t want to bug them too much. … - Baht

At MSC, assigning senior personnel to train new people for
approximately three months ameliorates this issue.

Performance
The way experts share their expertise influence how and
why they are picked, or not picked, by people who want
their expertise. Sharing expertise is a type of performance
[8, 14]. For the MSC participants, different experts have
different strengths and weaknesses, and people choose ex-
perts based on the nature of the problem and an expert’s
performance characteristics. As well, within MSC, per-
formance is often visible, and other employees note the
personal and professional characteristics that are made
visible as someone communicates and interacts with those
who ask for help.

Problem comprehension
Problems that require expert help are often difficult prob-
lems. The very nature of the problem may itself be difficult
to describe. In the best situations, an expert will engage in a
dialog with the person seeking help to get a rich, fuller un-
derstanding of the nature of the problem. This does not
happen all of the time. There are times when a problem is
difficult to explain to the expert because of cultural differ-
ences, language problems, or a lack of experience in a re-
lated but necessary discipline.

The following quote is from a technical support manager
who had worked at MSC for many years. In the quote he is
quite clear that he feels that a certain developer is “the ex-
pert in Program SUMIO” which relates to processing insur-
ance claims. He describes his difficulty explaining to the
developer the impact that a problem with Program SUMIO
has on a client’s business:

Um, Kumar is a good example. Kumar, his first lan-
guage is not English and he has communication
problems. … I would say he’s the expert in Program
SUMIO, in the medical, but sometimes to sit down
and explain something to him doesn’t work very
well, and from our perspective it’s important. … And
he doesn’t necessarily always understand the impact
to the client and to their business and running their
business. And part of that is the communication skills
and so forth. - Ian

To work around Kumar’s difficulty in comprehending the
business-related problem, he instead goes to MSC’s inter-
nal consultant. The manager explains the business problem
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to the consultant who then translates and explains the
problem in technical details to the developer.

And so sometimes I will go to Eyal and explain in a
procedural manner or in a business manner, here’s
what it means to the client, here’s what they are try-
ing to accomplish and then he can translate techni-
cally to him (laughs) what he needs Kumar to go into
the program and do or fix or, or whatever. - Ian

Communication and language skills are only part of the
difficulty that the support manager has with this expert. It
seems that Kumar also does not have an understanding of
the nature of the client’s business. In this case, Ian cannot
use the expertise of Kumar easily.

Providing a suitable explanation
Some experts are just better at providing explanations of
the problem and the solution [1]. That is, the way in which
an expert provides the explanation is another performance
criterion which people use when selecting an expert:

... There’s certain people where, um, they, every
time, they explain things very well to me and it just
takes one shot and its explained; I understand it. But,
um, you know those people sometimes are really
busy and it’s hard to get a hold of them. ... Those
times I go to others where, um, I can go any time but
sometimes … I have trouble understanding the way
they explain things to me. - Baht.

Like others, she prefers to pick people who provide clear,
understandable, explanations. When a preferred source is
overloaded, Baht reluctantly goes to people who do not
share or explain effectively.

Attitude
Problem comprehension and solution explanation are not
the only performance criteria people use when selecting an
expert. People who look for help often mention the attitude
of the expert. In informal discussions people are clearly
reluctant to go to an expert who has a “bad attitude”:

... there are people that you know that know a lot of
stuff, but they won’t give you information … its just
they’re that type of person … - Terry

Often this bad attitude is accompanied by an example
where the problem or the person seeking help from the ex-
pert was belittled, treated with contempt, or even made into
a joke.

The fact that a person cannot easily understand the prob-
lem, is poor at diagnosis, cannot explain the solution, or is
labeled as having a “bad attitude” does not completely rule
them out as a possible source. The expertise is still desir-
able, and in some cases it is essential. In these cases people
who need the expertise will still pursue (perhaps reluc-
tantly) the person with the needed expertise.

Selection in Design
Like identification, it is not likely that all selection strate-
gies can be automated. In fact some selection strategies

(e.g., considering an expert’s attitude) will be very difficult
to automate. Strategies like observing workload or follow-
ing organizational structure that guide selection and rese-
lection look like promising candidates for possible designs,
since they can be estimated computationally by obtaining
work data. Even still, workload is difficult to measure di-
rectly and social norms, like closing one’s door, provide
powerful cues to information seekers. Selection assistance
should minimally consider alternative, implicit representa-
tions of workload as well as a mechanism for the individual
to mark himself as busy. Again, we note the utility of aug-
mentative systems; these would help users identify and
narrow (rather than completely select) potential candidates
for expertise.

ESCALATION
There are times when a person will make a selection, ap-
proach an expert for help, and not get any help. The identi-
fication or selection mechanisms have failed in some way.
Escalation is the way in which people repair failures in
identification and selection.

A simple example of escalation occurred when Mike, a
support representative, helped a client with “payment ag-
ing” (used to handle late and deferred payments). MSC’s
software supports two aging methods, and “nearly all” of
MSC’s clients use the same one. This client called Mike
because payment aging had apparently ceased to work.
Using diagnostics, Mike determined that the client was
trying to switch from the standard to the non-standard ag-
ing method. Mike could not figure out why aging was not
working, so he checked the change history. He saw that
Han had recently worked on that code and went to Han for
help. However, Han had made only minor changes to the
code and was not sure why the client was having a prob-
lem. Han and Mike then went to ask Eyal for help, but Eyal
was on vacation and the problem languished waiting for
Eyal’s return. When Eyal returned, Han went to him with
the problem. Eyal quickly emphasized that that client with
that configuration should use the standard method, closing
the problem.

The above example shows two different breakdowns and a
simple escalation that eventually solved the problem. In the
first breakdown, Mike used the change history to identify
Han as a likely candidate for the necessary expertise, but
the change history was misleading in this case. This was a
breakdown in identification. In the second breakdown, Han
correctly identified Eyal as having the expertise to solve the
problem (Eyal being a concierge). But the selection failed
because Han did not know or had forgotten that Eyal was
on vacation and unavailable.

As a generalization of this example, expertise identification
can fail in three ways: over-identification, under-
identification, and misidentification. Over-identification
provides a set of candidate sources that is entirely too large.
The set includes people who have the necessary expertise
but it also includes a large number of people who do not.
Or, it may include people who are truly experts when this
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level of expertise is not required. Over-identification is
likely to result in the selection of a person without the
proper level of expertise.

Under-identification provides a set that is too small. With
under-identification, all of the identified candidates have
some expertise in the necessary topic, but the set excludes
at least one person who is necessary for the problem to be
solved.

When only one or two people are required, under-
identification is the same as misidentification. A misidenti-
fication breakdown identifies a set of people, but none of
these people has the required expertise, at a sufficient level,
to solve the problem or answer the question.

Expertise identification is not the only place where a failure
might occur; a breakdown may also occur in the selection
phase. For example a breakdown in the load balancing
strategy may result in selecting someone who is actually
too busy to respond. Alternatively, a breakdown in using
performance criteria may result in the selection of a candi-
date who just cannot understand the nature of the problem.

Escalation provides a way to either adjust the set of candi-
dates initially identified or to reselect from among those
candidates utilizing information gained in the initial at-
tempt. (We note that just as identification and selection are
occasionally only analytically separable in the initial
search, this is also true in escalation.) The term escalation is
used here to describe an increase in the intensity with
which a possible solution is pursued. Escalation does not
always mean that a problem is pushed up or down the or-
ganizational hierarchy. Within MSC, people seeking infor-
mation may go to less desirable sources (e.g., to people
with less expertise or to ill-maintained documents), sources
with a higher psychological cost (e.g., to objectionable
people), or cross departmental or even organizational
boundaries.

In practice, breakdowns and their repairs are fluid. The
following example shows how breakdowns in identification
and selection, as well as their repairs, are interwoven and
fluid. Although this was an unusual event, it highlights
critical features of escalation at MSC.

The Server Crisis
MSC had been having problems with a high-speed dedi-
cated line between their headquarters and a machine across
town that was their gateway for all outside connections.
Late one Friday afternoon, the substitute system adminis-
trator (“sysadmin”) decided to work on the problem, the
normal system administrator being on vacation. The sub-
stitute changed a few fields of the network configuration
file, ran a test, and saw that the throughput between the
warehouse and headquarters had not changed. Since his
attempted fix had not changed the problem, he reset the
configuration back to what it was when he started. Think-
ing that everything was working, the substitute sysadmin
left for the weekend.

Monday morning a senior developer, Karl, was called at
home by a client who asked why the system was down. The
senior developer logged on and checked the processes on
the network server. He quickly decided that this was a seri-
ous problem:

At that point I got on my PC at home and tried to get
in. I could see there was a problem. Well, I telneted
and I could see, no processes, that nobody could get
in. I decided that the problem must be critical so I
paged Daniel [V.P. of Development]. I had Laurie
call or page Andreas and Craig. - Karl

The call to Daniel is an example of tightly-tied identifica-
tion and selection. Daniel is very knowledgeable, but in this
case Daniel’s organizational status was more important.
Karl called Daniel first, not to get explicit help, but to get
recognition that the problem was critical and would require
additional resources.

At the same time, Karl requested assistance from Craig and
Andreas. Karl requested that they both come to work early.
In this step, Karl specifically marshaled expertise resources
that he wanted at his disposal: Craig, an expertise conci-
erge, was a manager, and Karl was hoping that Craig would
decide to come in earlier than normal. In effect, Karl identi-
fied Craig as having important expertise if Karl and An-
dreas were to fail in their initial attempts.

Andreas was already at MSC when Karl arrived. Together
Karl and Andreas, both programmers, tried various diag-
nostic routines. They checked the router link, called their
dedicated line provider for a line diagnostic, and even
checked the network card in the server. Lastly, they re-
started the server. Everything checked out, but the server
was still not accessible from the outside. Karl then turned
to Craig for help.

As mentioned, the identification of Craig occurred earlier,
but his selection had been deferred. Craig was not con-
sulted immediately because Craig was in a different part of
the organization. Instead, Karl selected Andreas because of
Karl’s desire to “keep it local.” This turned out be fruitless;
Karl and Andreas exhausted everything they knew to try.
An escalation then occurred where Craig was explicitly
used as a concierge to suggest others who could help. In the
escalation, Craig suggested the substitute sysadmin and an
off-site employee who was very knowledgeable about
Unix.  In this second escalation, the substitute sysadmin
was quickly selected. This provided the solution:

We got on a phone conference with a guy out in the
Edinger building [across town]. He used the Unix
setup program. I was unaware that Unix had a setup
program. Among all the options, one was changed. I
don’t know what these options do, but I noticed that
something was missing. The default gateway was
missing. I don’t know what it was but it’s not work-
able this way. The guy … had a screen shot from last
Friday and he confirmed that it was missing. I don’t
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know why he had a screen shot. But putting that [the
default address] back fixed the problem. - Andreas

This example shows escalation as a standard repair tech-
nique at MSC. In simpler cases, like the first example, the
escalation would likely end with an expertise concierge,
Craig or Eyal. Indeed, in the end, the substitute sysadmin
was finally included at Craig’s recommendation. The ex-
ample also shows how participants sometimes separate
identification and selection of the necessary expertise: Karl
reserved the use of Craig. As well, the substitute sysadmin
was selected in the second escalation, after two potential
candidates were identified.

Escalation in Design
The above example demonstrates that breakdowns occur
naturally. Expert-locator systems are likely to have break-
downs too. As with identification and selection, escalation
behaviors may be too difficult to support fully. It is not
clear that the reservation of expertise, as Karl did with
Craig above, can be supported through a system.

Escalations, except in the simplest cases, will have multiple
iterations. Multiple iterations require mechanisms for
tracking a problem and its state, both social and informa-
tional. On any iteration, an expert-locator system will need
mechanisms to understand what a user has previously at-
tempted so that suggestions can be modified to fit the se-
verity and situation of the problem. This argues for at least
two types of feedback and modification techniques; one
that can handle the escalation of a single problem over a
short period of time and one that can tailor itself to the
preferences and needs of an individual user.

SUMMARY
Our field study of information sharing at a medium sized
software company focused on the expertise that is lever-
aged through social interactions by the participants. We
observed participants solving two general finding problems
through social mechanisms: expertise identification and
expertise selection. We believe that these are two crucial
problems that must be solved for individuals to satisfy their
need for expertise. We believe that the escalation behavior
that we describe here also represents an important expertise
location mechanism.

Our goal with this field study was to provide the broader
research community and ourselves a rich, empirically based
description of expertise sharing that can be the basis for
new expertise sharing information systems. The next step
in our research agenda will be to pursue the development of
new systems based on these results from our field study.
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